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ABSTRACT
The objective of a digital communication system is to
provide accurate transmission of information from one
location to another.

During transmission, the signal is

subjected to noise and other distortions that compromise the
integrity of the information.

Channel encoding techniques

can be employed to reduce this loss of integrity.

One

technique that has become popular in space and satellite
communication systems is convolutional coding.
Channel encoding is only practical if it provides
substantial improvement over the uncoded signal with a
moderate hardware investment.

The optimal approach to

decoding convolutional codes is the Maximum-Likelihood
method.

This method compares the received data sequence to

all possible sequences and chooses the sequence that
provides the best match.

Unfortunately, the number of

possible sequences (and the complexity of the decoder) grows
exponentially with the length of the message.

Therefore, a

hardware implementation of this algorithm is impossible.
The Viterbi algorithm, on the other hand, uses the recurrent
properties of convolutional codes to provide an efficient
solution to the Maximum-Likelihood decoding problem.

A new PC-based simulator for the design and analysis
of convolutional codes using the Viterbi decoding algorithm
is introduced.

The simulator allows the user to

interactively design and test convolutional codes using a
desktop computer.

All parameters such as constraint length,

decode depth and encoder configuration are accessible
through a "user-friendly" menu driven interface.

In

addition, the theory of convolutional coding, and an
explanation of how error correction is achieved are
presented.

The Maximum-Likelihood decoding algorithm is

described and the transformation to the Viterbi algorithm is
developed.
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INTRODUCTION
The Convolutional Code Simulator (CCS) is a PC-based
simulator for the design and analysis of convolutional codes
using the Viterbi decoding algorithm.

Convolutional coding

has been proven to be an effective method for error
correction in digital communication systems.

Although

several decoding algorithms for convolutional codes have
been developed, the Viterbi algorithm has become one of the
most common.

The algorithm, originally presented in 1967 by

Andrew J. Viterbi [1], uses the recurrent properties of
convolutional codes to provide an efficient solution to the
maximum-likelihood decoding problem.

The effectiveness of a

convolutional code is directly related to its constraint
length.

In the past, Viterbi decoders were limited to

constraint lengths in the range of 5-7 bits due to the fact
that the complexity of the decoder grows exponentially with
constraint length.

Recent advances in the field of Very

Large Scale Integration (VLSI) integrated circuits have
given us the capability to increase constraint lengths and
therefore improve error correction perfdrmance.

The high

cost of developing integrated circuits prohibits building
prototypes to test out new codes, therefore other design
and analysis methods must be sought.

The natural solution

to this problem is simulation, and the CCS program allows
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the user to interactively design and analyze convolutional
codes using a desk-top computer.

We begin with some

background on channel encoding and convolutional codes and
then present a description of the CCS program.

CHANNEL ENCODING
The objective of a digital communication system is to
provide reliable transmission of data from one location to
another.

As . the transmitted signal travels through the

channel it is subjected to noise and other forms of
distortion that can introduce errors in the received signal.
The rate at which the errors occur, bit error rate (BER), is
the most important design parameter in developing a digital
communication system.

We find that it is possible to

control the BER by the addition of redundancy in the
transmitted signal.

The simplest example of redundancy is

to repeat each transmitted signal.

It is obvious that

increasing reliability through redundancy reduces
transmission efficiency, a design trade-off that must be
considered.
Coding Gain
The measure of the effectiveness of a channel encoding
scheme is called coding gain.

Coding gain can be defined as

a reduction in the required energy per bit (Eb/No) of a
coded system relative to an uncoded system to obtain the
same BER [2]. This reduction can be directly translated into
reduced transmitter power requirements or reduced BER for a
given transmitter power.

3
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Encoding Techniques
The two methods of channel encoding common in current
digital communication systems are block coding and
convolutional coding.

Both methods can be used for error-

detection or error-correction, but a close inspection will
show that block codes are more suited to error-detection
while convolutional codes provide a better solution to
error-correction.

The error-detection method is typically

used in systems that allow bi-directional communication or
handshaking.

If the receiver detects an error it simply

requests the data to be sent again.

For systems that do not

have bi-directional capability error-correction methods must
be employed [2].

Although the subject of this research

deals exclusively with

convolutional codes for error-

correction, the author feels that it is appropriate to
present some background on block codes for the reader's
reference.
Block Codes
Each block of m message bits is encoded into a block
of n code bits, where n > m.

Since the block of n code bits

is only affected by the block of m message bits and not by
any previous blocks the encoding procedure is considered
memoryless [2].

This coding procedure is typical of parity

check commonly used in computers.

Block codes are typically

used in error-detection schemes with automatic repeat
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request (ARQ) since if the receiver detects an error in a
block it just requests for that block to be sent again.
Convolutional Codes
Convolutional codes are a special case of tree codes.
In this case the coding process is continuous, as opposed to
block oriented.

Each message bit or symbol generates a

codeword based on its own value and the values of the
previous K-1 bits or symbols.

The value K is referred to as

the constraint length of the code, and it will be shown
later that the performance of a convolutional code is
directly related to its constraint length.

It should also

be noted that convolutional codes are not practical for
error-detection and ARQ since there is no way to re-send
just a portion of the message; the whole message must be resent.

CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
Terminology
Before describing the encoding and decoding process
for convolutional codes some terms must be defined.

A code

cycle is defined as the process of generating one code
symbol from each message symbol, where a symbol is a group
of one or more binary digits.

The number of bits per

message symbol (B) divided by the number of bits per code
symbol (V) is called the code rate.

The number of message

symbols that are used in the generation of one code symbol
is called the constraint length (K).

The constraint length

also indicates how many of the following message symbols
will be affected by the current message symbol.
Encoding
Generating Convolutional Codes
We begin with a mathematical definition of the coding
process for a rate 1/V code using the following equation
K-1

X(j,v) =

L

G(i,v) M(j-i), v = 1~2,3, ...

,v

( 1 )

i=O
where j represents the discrete time corresponding to the
generation of a message bit, X(j,v) is the vth bit of the
code symbol corresponding to the jth message bit, Mis a
6
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register containing the current message bit and the previous
K-1 bits and G(i,v) is the connection vector describing the
connection of M(i) to X(j,v).

The summation is a modulo-2

sum and values of Mand Gare either O or 1.

This equation

is analogous to the well known convolution integral [3]

x(t) =fg(T) m(t-T) dT

( 2 )

and hence the name convolutional code.

This definition is

easily expanded to include codes for which B > 1 by adding
another dimension to Mand G corresponding to the the number
of bits encoded per code cycle. The encoder is a linear
finite-memory system and is readily implemented with a shift
register of length Kand V modulo-2 summers (exclusive OR
gates) as shown in Figure 1 for a rate 1/V code.

The

connec~ion vector is translated into the taps connecting the
shift register to the summers.

For each code cycle, one bit

is shifted into the register and V bits are output serially
via the multiplexer.

For the case of a rate B/V code the

message bits are shifted into the register B bits per code
cycle.

The shift register length is B * K.

implementation is shown in Figure 2.

The rate B/V

8

1------ K bi ts _______.

MESSAGE
BITS IN

V adders----

MULTIPLEXER
Figure 1.

CODE
BITS OUT

Rate 1/V Encoder with Constraint Length K.

MESSAGE
BITS IN

•••
V adders - - -

MULTIPLEXER
Figure 2.

CODE
BITS OUT

Rate B/V Encoder with Constraint Length K.
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Code Representations
There are several methods of viewing the encoding
process, and we will use one code to show examples of each.
The code is rate 1/2 with a constraint length of 3.

The

encoder is shown in Figure 3.

MESSAGE
BITS IN

CODE
BITS OUT

MULTIPLEXER
Figure 3.
Code tree.

Rate 1/2 Encoder with Constraint Length 3.

The code tree, shown in Figure 4, is probably

the easiest method to see the dependence of the code symbol
on the current and K-1 previous symbols.

To trace a path

through the code tree we initially start at state zero and
take the branch corresponding to each message bit.

If the

message bit is a zero the upper branch is taken or if it is
a one then the lower branch is taken.
the length of the message.

This is continued for

The next state is indicated

above the branch while the code bits generated are shown
below the branch.

Examination of the code tree reveals

10
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Code Tree Representation of Rate 1/2 Encoder
with Constraint Length 3.
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that the number of distinct paths grows exponentially with
respect to the number of bits transmitted.
State machine.

The state machine can be represented as

either a Moore or a Mealy machine.

The ouput of a Moore

machine is a function of the current state only whereas the
output of a Mealy machine is a function of the input and
the current state.

We will use the Mealy machine with

2B(K-l) states as shown in Figure 5. As can be seen, the

0
00

1
10

input
output
Figure 5.

State Machine Representation of Rate 1/2
Constraint Length 3 Encoder.

machine transitions from one state to another and generates
a code symbol as each message bit is input.
Trellis.

The trellis representation is the most compact and

provides the best method of showing the recurrent property
of convolutional codes.

Referring back to Figure 4 we can

see that at the third level of the tree some of the nodes
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have identical paths branching out to the right.

In fact,

each node can be paired with another node having identical
paths branching from it.

From digital design theory, any

two states that generate the same output and transition to
the same next states for all possible inputs can be
considered iquivalent and therefore allow us to eliminate
one of them.

This condition, .called recurrence, occurs at

the Kth level of the tree, and it is not necessary to extend
the code tree out any further.

We can therefore redraw the

code tree as a trellis as shown in Figure 6 with an input of
zero shown as a solid line and an input of 1 shown as a
dashed line.

The corresponding code bits are shown next to

each branch

so

00
''1'1

S1

''

S2
S3
Figure 6.

00

00
' '
'

' '
' '
' '

' '

' '
' '
' '

' '

' '
'

so
S1

''

''
''
''
''
'
'
.

S2

Ol

S3

Trellis Representation of Rate 1/2 Constraint
Length 3 Encoder
Properties of Codes

The effectiveness of a code in error detection and the
ease with which it can be decoded are the main issues in the
design of a code.

As of this time there is no equation or
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method for designing codes.

Most known good codes that are

currently in use have been obtained by computer search [4].
The computer would take parameters such as constraint
length, number of bits per message symbol and number of bits
per code symbol then generate all possible codes and search
for the codes that exhibit desirable properties.

The most

important being the distance property, since it has been
shown that effectiveness of a code is a function the
distance property [1].
Systematic and nonsystematic codes.

The two types of codes

that can be generated are systematic and nonsystematic.
Systematic codes are ones in which the message bit(s)
appears in the code symbol.

This can simplify decoding

since, if no errors are detected, the decoder can extract
the message bits directly out of _the code with no
calculations.

Nonsystematic codes on the other hand "hide"·

the message bits in the code symbol such that some algorithm
has to be applied to extract the message bits.

The

advantage of nonsystematic codes is that all of the code
symbol bits are affected by the encoding algorithm,
therefore providing better distance properties.
Distance properties.

We begin with the definition of

Hamming distance, since it is on this distance that all other
distance properties are based.

The Hamming distance (dH) is

the number of bit positions in which two code words differ.

14

For example,

the codewords

1 0 1 1 0 1

have a Hamming distance of 2.

and

O O 1 1 1 1

The next distance property of

interest is the column distance (dc(n)) and is defined as
the shortest Hamming distance from the all zero path of
length n.

( 3 )

Where

Xn(O)

is the all zero path of length n and

Xn(i) is

all other possible paths of length n whose first branch is a
nonzero branch.

A

better understanding of the column

distance can be attained by examining Figure 7. In this

so

... ...

so

........... ~
.........

Si

......
''

S2

0

''

''

',,j

''

S3

dist.

3

2

Figure 7.

Si

S2
'

''

''

_____ .1 _____ _
3

'{

_____ 1 _____ '-0

S3

4

Trellis for Determining Distance Properties.

figure the trellis for the K=3 rate 1/2 code used above is
redrawn with the branches labeled with their appropriate
Hamming weights (i.e., their Hamming distance from the all
zero code word).

To find the column distance is just a

matter of finding the path of lengt ~ n with the lowest total
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Hamming distance.

The minimum distance property, d. , is
min

used as a measure of coding effectiveness for decoders using
thresholding or operating over lengths of code words equal
to the constraint length.

The definition of d min
. is

obtained from dc(n) as

( 4 )

The free distance property, df ree , is used in decoding
algorithms that operate over sequences of code words greater
then one constraint length (i.e., the Viterbi decoding
algorithm) [4].

This property is obtained by finding the

minimum distance of all nonzero code paths that remerge with
the all zero path, or from the definition of de

d

A

( 5 )

free

summary of the distance properties for the

code is shown in Table 1.

K

= 3 rate 1/2
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TABLE 1
COLUMN DISTANCE PROPERTIES FOR
RATE 1/2, K = 3 CONVOLUTIONAL CODE
LENGTH

DISTANCE
2
3
3
4
4

1
2

3
4

5
7

5
5

8

6

6

Catastrophic Codes.

D .
min
Dfree

It was previously mentioned that

nonsystematic codes have superior distance properties when
compared to systematic codes of the same constraint length.
But nonsystematic codes are susceptible to the problem of
infinite error propagation in which a finite number of true
errors can generate an infinite number of decoding errors
[5].

These codes are appropriately called catastrophic.

This condition occurs when the code has a self-loop, a state
that branches to itself, that does not increase in Hamming
distance from the all zero path.

Conditions for verifying

that a code is not catastrophic have been obtained by Massey
and Sain [6].

It should also be noted that systematic codes

can never be catastrophic.
Decoding
The encoding process is described as, given an input
message sequence

u,

a sequence X that represents a unique

17

path through the code tree is generated.

This path is then

transmitted over a noisy memoryless channel to the receiver.
The received sequence

Y

may now differ from the transmitted

sequence due to the introduction of errors caused by the
noise.

The decoder's function is to select one path from

the code tre~ that corresponds to the path most likely
generated by the encoder [5].
Soft vs. Hard-decision
Convolutional decoders usually work on binary symbols,
but the value at the receiver is an analog voltage.

The

first thing the decoder must do is assign this voltage a
value.

For the case of hard decision the voltage is

compared to a single threshold; if the voltage is above the
threshold it assigns a one or if it is below the threshold
it assigns a zero.

For soft decision the actual voltage,

normalized to fit in a specified range, is used.

This

presents a problem since we want to be able to take
advantage of digital circuitry in the implementation of our
decoder.

Therefore, soft-quantized decisions can be used in

which the voltage is quantized into levels that can be
represented by binary numbers.

Current decoders use

quantization of four or eight levels (i.e., two or three
bits) ..

It has been shown that eight-level soft-quantized

decision provides approximately 2dB increase in coding gain
over hard decision [7].

18

Maximum Likelihood Decoding
To re-create the correct message sequence from the
corrupted received data a likelihood, or probability,
function is generated for each possible path through the
code tree [71.,.

To illustrate this, let us denote y.1 as

the received . sequence and x m1. as the mth possible path in
the code tree of length L.

The probability of the received

path matching any one of them possible paths is determined
by finding the metric

L

TT P(yil xmi)

Mm •

( 6

i=l
where p(yilxmi) are the likelihood functions of the ith
level in the code tree.

We now define the log-metric as

L

L

= log

TT P ( y ·Ix
1

i=l

~log P(y, Ix . )
.) = ~
1
m1
i=l

m1

( 7 )

Therefore, the most likely path is the one that maximizes
the log-metric function.

From ( 7 ) we can see that the

log-metric is the summation of the log-branch probabilities.
The most likely path may now be determined by tracing
through each path and selecting the one that accumulates the
largest total log-branch probability.
For the case of a binary symmetric channel (BSC)
using hard-decision, it has been shown that maximizing the

19

log-metric is equivalent to minimizing the Hamming distance
[8].

Assume a sequence X of length N is transmitted over a ~

noisy memoryless channel and the received sequence Y differ
in z positions, z being the Hamming distance.

t

The log-

J

likelihood function is given by

log P(YjX) = log

pz (1-p)N-z

( 8 )

Expanding ( 8 ) gives us

log

P(YfX)

•

N log (1-p) - z log ((1-p)/p)

(

9

)

Since p must be less then 0.5 we can replace N log(l-p) and
log((l-p)/p) with the positive constants A and B
respectively.

log P(YIX)

=

-A - Bz

( 10 )

It can now be seen that minimizing the Hamming distance
I

maximizes the log-metric.

Thus to minimize the errror

\
~

probability in a BSC using hard decision we select the patn
that has the shortest Hamming di stance (Le., differs f ram
the received sequence by the fewest number of bits).

20
The Viterbi Algorithm
Advantages.

Two problems with the maximum likelihood method

discussed in the previous section should be noted.

First,

the number of paths grows exponentially with the number of
bits received, and secondly, the encoder was assumed to have
started from

a

known state.

These two problems make a

direct implementation of the maximum likelihood algorithm
impossible in a real system, and a better solution must be
sought.

The Viterbi algorithm makes use of two properties

of the code that make a real world maximum likelihood
decoder viable.

Convolutional codes are recurrent (i.e.,

two paths that diverge will remerge after

K

identical

consecutive branches), and only the path with the minimum
distance need be retained since the paths leaving this point
will increase in distance equally.

How it works.

[Ill

,l,,

SJ:

1/1 I

r·

il

It must be noted that the decoder must have

access to the same code trellis that the encoder uses; this
is usually stored in a read only memory (ROM) within the
decoder.

The explanation of Viterbi algorithm can be best

understood by referring to a simple code example; again the
'•

rate 1/2 constraint le~gth 3 code will bi used.

We begin by

assuming that the original state of the encoder is known to
be in state SO. A step-by-step . illustration of the decoding
process is shown using trellis diagrams in Figure 8.

The
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for an Error-Free Data Sequence.
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received error-free code sequence is shown along the top of
the trellis.
Upon receipt of the first code symbol the decoder
calculates the Hamming distance of the symbol and the two
possible branches.

There are now two paths each having a

distance prop~rty associated with it.

The branch distance

is shown for each branch and the total distance is indicated
to the right of each new state, Figure 8(a).

The state

correspo nding to the path with the lowest total distance is
denoted by a filled circle.

When the second bit is

received, Figure 8(b), the decoder extends two more branches
from each path.

Again, the Hamming distance for each branch

is calculated and the distance is added to the path distance
from which it branched.

There are now four paths each

having an associated total distance.

The procedure is

repeated again as the third bit is received, Figure 8(c).
There are now eight paths but we see that pairs of paths
merge into the same state.

At this point

the decoder

compares the two paths entering each state and chooses the
one with the lowest distance; this path is called the
survivor and the other path is discarded.

If two paths

enter the same node with equal distance the decoder
arbitrarily chooses one of the paths.

From this point on

the decoder will extend two branches from each of the four
states, but only one of the two branches reaching any state
will be retained.

Therefore, the number of paths to compare
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for minimum distance does not grow exponentially as with the
straight maximum likelihood method but remains fixed at
four.

The trellis is extended one more time in Figure 8(d)

for clarity.

After only four code symbols have been

received it can be seen, by following the filled circles,
that the path . with the lowest accumulated distance traces
out the same path as the actual transmitted sequence.

When

the entire message is received the path with the lowest
total distance is selected as the most likely, and the
original decoded message can be extracted by following the
transitions of this path.
The question that now arises is:

What happens if

there is an error in the received sequence?

The previous

example is repeated but with an error inserted in the second
code word (i.e., the code word 10 is changed to a 11).
Referring to Figure 9,

the same procedure is followed as

above. This time the lowest path distance is one instead of
zero but note the most likely path is identical to the
error-free path, and therefore the error was corrected.
Path truncation.

In the example two assumptions were made

to simplify the explanation.

First, it was assumed that the

encoding started from state SO and secondly, the decoder
waited until the whole message was received before making a
decision on the best path.

These assumptions are not

practical in a real system for the following reasons: 1') The
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Illustration of the Viterbi Decoding Algorithm
for a Data Sequence with an Error.
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initial state of the encoder may not be known.

If we

"guess" the wrong initial state we are guaranteed to have
some errors at the beginning of the decode cycle.

2) One of

the advantages of convolutional codes is that they are
continuous and not block oriented.

Therefore, waiting for

the entire me~sage to be received could require an infinite
amount of memory to store the paths as well as creating an
unacceptable decoding delay. Fortunately, it has been shown
that any section of the code sequence can be reliably
decoded if the section is long enough, that length being
typically 4 or 5 constraint lengths [7].

These

considerations can be achieved with the above algorithm with
the following additions:

1) Instead of one path originating

from state SO and branching out to four paths, a path is
originated from each of the four states. 2) The history of
the path transitions is truncated to 4 or 5 constraint
lengths.
Limitations.

At this point it is appropriate to discuss the

limitations that are encountered in the design of the
decoder.

In an actual hardware implementation there are two

limiting factors, speed and size.

The parameters that drive

k

V,

these limits are the code parameters B, V and K.

Where the

speed. of the hardware limits the number of operations that
can be performed per code cycle and the size (amount of
memory required) limits the length of path histories that
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can be maintained.

The effect of B, V and Kon speed and

size can be assessed from equations
below.

{11) through {15)

The number of states in the code machine is

k
states= 2B{K-l)

{ 11 )

The number of branches from each state

branches=- 2

{ 12 )

The approximate number of operations per received code
symbol is given by the product of the number of branches
and the number of states.

From equations {11) and {12),

the number of operations per received code symbol is

operations= 2BK

{ 13 )

The number of paths that must be maintained is

paths= 2B{K-l)

{ 14 )

and for path histories of 4 or 5 constraint lengths the
amount of storage {memory) is, for path history= 4K,
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path history storage= 4K2B(K-l)

( 15 )

The above calculations should provide the reader with a good
feel for why the Viterbi algorithm can only be used with
short constraint lengths, and why the number of bits encoded
per code cycle is usually only one or two.

SIMULATOR
The simulator program was developed for use on IBM PC
compatible computers.

The main reason for this choice was

to put a development tool into the hands of an engineer that
could be used on an inexpensive computer.

The program is

written in Microsoft's Quick Basic programming language, an
enhanced version of Basic that allows structured programming
techniques.

.

The program is modular in organization to allow

for easy modifications and enhancements as well as allowing
the routines specific to the coding and decoding operations
to be extracted and used in larger simulations.

A brief

description of the features and operation of the simulator
is presented below but the reader may want to refer to the
source code in Appendix 1 for more detail.
User Interface
The

ccs

program provides a "user-friendly" interface

so that even the first-time user can operate the program
effectively.

The simulator is menu driven and all

parameters are entered through the use of "pop-up" forms.
The program continually provides information on options that
are available to the user in a status line at the bottom of
the screen.

All user-entered data is checked for validity
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and if invalid data is entered the user is immediately
notified of the cause of the error and is prompted for a
correction.
Parameter Setup
Encoder
The following parameters are available to the user
through the encoder setup form:

Constraint . length (K), the

L

number of message bits encoded per cycle (B), the number of
code bits generated per code cycle
for each code bit.
Figure 10.

(t ,)

and the tap settings

The encoder setup form is shown in

The form is "dynamic" in that the fields

allocated for the tap register definition adjust to reflect

Constraint Length

(K)

Bits Encoded per Cycle

(B)

Code Bits Generated per Cycle

(V)

Tap Registers

-

-

[

6)

[

1)

(

2)

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5

[clr) [set)

0: 1 1 1 0 1 1

[clr) [set)

1: 1 0 0 1 0 1

Encoder Setup

[DONE)

STATUS: Enter a number

Figure 10.

Encoder Setup Form.
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the values selected for B, V, and K.

The form also allows

for scrolling of the tap register fields if more then 4 code
bits are specified (V > 4).
Error Generator
The user may choose one of two different error
generation modes from the error generator setup form
(Figure 11).

The first mode allows the user to enter a

Error Mode
( X)
(

)

Specific Pattern

( Cl:R)

Free Running

Threshold

0)

(
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00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

Error Model Setup

(DONE)

STATUS: Enter binary error mask

Figure 11.

Error Generator Setup Form.

specific error pattern up to 100 symbols.

The error pattern

is arranged in V bit groups to simplify data entry.

The

second mode provides a free-running error generator with a
user selectable threshold to adjust the relative rate at
which errors occur.

The threshold is normalized to 1000,

such that a value of ' 1000 indicates that no errors will be
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generated.

A value of zero corresponds to an error

occurring on every bit.
Runtime
The run setup form, shown in Figure 12, is used to
setup runtime paramters and to start the simulation.

The

.
Number of Bits to Simulate

(999)

Decode Depth

[

4)

Error Count Limit

[

10)

Data Sequence Repeat

[YES)

Run Logging

File: fees.log

)

(

Setup File

File: fees.set

]

[Load)

Runtime Setup

[RUN)

ON)
[Save)

[EXIT)

ERROR: Input out of range< 1, 500> , <esc> to continue

Figure 12.

Runtime Setup Form.

parameters that are accessible through this form are data
generator sequence repeat, number of bits to simulate,
decoder decode depth and the stop on error count.

Setting

the data generator sequence repeat forces the generator to
produce the same random sequence for each run.

This is

useful for testing several different coding configurations
against the same data sequence.

The decode depth para~eter

specifies the number of symbols of path memory that will be
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used in the decoding process.

The stop on error count

parameter allows the user to specify an early termination of
the simulation if the specified amount of uncorrected errors
occur.

The user may also specify filenames for logging

simulation run data and saving or loading of setup
parameters.

· By saving the setup parameters the user can

recall a previous setup confi9uration without having to reenter all of the data.
Simulation Models
A

13.

block diagram of the simulator is shown in Figure

Each of the functional blocks is described below.

The

sim~lator uses the Viterbi decoding algorithm with harddecision.

DATA
GENERATOR -- ENCODER

-

ERROR
GENERATOR -

DECODER COMPARE

.

.
Figure 13.

DELAY
Simulation Model Block Diagram.
Data Generator

The data generator uses the pseudo random number
generator provided by the Basic language.

The pseudorandom

generator returns a number between O and 1 with a relatively
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uniform distribution.

The data generator then takes this

number and converts it to a message symbol of B bits in
length.

If the repeat sequence option has been selected the

pseudorandom number generator is reset before each run.
Encoder
The encoder function takes message symbols from the
data generator and shifts them into a register of length

~

BK. The encoder then calculates a code word using the tap

registers specified in the encoder setup.
Data Delay
This module is used to align the actual message data
from the Data Generator to the decoded data coming out of
the decoder.

The delay is set equal to the inherent delay

of the decoder so that the decoded data can be compared with
the actual data on the fly.

The delay is implemented as a

circular fifo with a length equal to the decode depth.
Error Generator
The error generator exclusive ORs an error mask with
the code word after it leaves the encoder.

The error mask

is generated by one of the two user-selectable methods
described in the error generator setup section above.
Decoder
For each received symbol the decoder extends 2

8

'

branches from each state to the corresponding next state and
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calculates a new path distance for each branch.

The decoder

then searches all branches into each state for the branch
that yielded the lowest distance; this branch is the
survivor for the particular state and all others are
discarded.

For each symbol received one of two things may

have happened: . 1) All previous paths may have survived and
therefore were extended. 2) One or more paths may have died.
It can be seen from a trellis diagram that for each path
that dies one other path must split.

Therefore, the decoder

now searches each new state and makes a list of nonsurviving paths.

The surviving paths that have split are

then copied to the deceased paths and extended to their
appropriate state to create a new path.

The data symbol

associated with the extended path is then added to the path
history.

Therefore, the number of paths will always remain

equal to the number of states.

The decoder waits until it

has received a number of code symbols equal to the decode
depth before it starts producing decoded data.

The decoded

symbol is determined by selecting the oldest symbol of the
path with the lowest distance.

The path histories are

implemented as circular buffers of length equal to decode
depth; thus once a number of symbols equal to decode depth
have been received, the decoder replaces the oldest symbol
in each path with the new symbol for each path.
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Comparator
The comparator module is used to keep track of the
systems performance.

Once the decoder starts producing

decoded symbols it compares these symbols to the delayed
versions of data symbols generated by the data generator.
It keeps a running total of the number of channel errors
generated and the number of uncorrected errors at the
decoder output.
Running the Simulation
The user starts the simulation by selecting the "RUN"
field in the runtime setup form.

As the simulation is

running the screen displays the number of code symbols
transmitted, the number of symbols decoded, the number of
code bits in error and the number of incorrectly decoded
message symbols.

At the termination of the run a view

screen (Figure 14) is displayed showing the results in
a symbol for symbol format.

Four entries are listed for

each message symbol; the message bits, the transmitted code
bits, the received code bits and the decoded message bits.
Errors generated in the received code are indicated by a
two-headed arrow between the transmitted bits and the
received bits.

Incorrectly decoded message bits are

indicated by an arrow under the decoded bits.

A similar

format is used for the run logging file as shown in Appendix
2.
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SUMMARY

This paper has presented a concise explanation of
error-correction in digital communication systems using
convolutional codes and the Viterbi algorithm.

The first

half of the paper addresses the theory of convolutional
coding and an explanation of how error-correction is
achieved.

The differences between error-detection and

error-correction are discussed with respect to system
requirements. / Details of code generation and code
properties are examined as well as several methods for
describing the coding process. / The Maximum-Likelihood

•
decoding algorithm is presented and the transformation
to
the Viterbi algorithm is developed. / The Viterbi algorithm
is then described in further detail with respect to "realsystem" considerations such as hardware requirements and
limitations.
The second half of the paper discusses a PC-based
simulator written by the author.

The user can interactively

design and analyze convolutional codes on a desktop computer
without having to build protoype hardware.

The simulator

can be used as a learning tool to aid in the understanding
of convolutional codes and as a tool for the development of
code configurations.

The simulator provides a user-friendly

interface and allows complete access to all simulation
37
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parameters such as constraint length, generator vectors,
error model and path truncation length.
The use of the convolution codes and the Viterbi
algorithm have become very popular in modern digital
communication systems.

It is found quite commonly in

satellite and -space communication systems mainly due to the
substantial coding gain achievable with a modest hardware
investment.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1
CONVOLUTION CODE SIMULATOR SOURCE CODE

'********************************************································

, ........................................................................... .
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....
..

••

'**

******•
•••••••
•••••••
**
••••••••
••••••••
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•••••••
•••••••
•
••••••
••
,
••
, .................•..........................................................
, ........................................................................... .
,
••
COHVOLUTION1\l, CODE SIMULATOR P'OR VITERBI DECODING
••
,'**
••
,
,
,

....
..
..

..

..

,'**

COPYRIGHT 1987 BY MARK W. ROSSMAN.

ALL RIGHTS :RESERVED

**

••
'****************•···························································
, ........................................................................... .
DEFINT a-z
, .......................................................................... .

•

Define Co111110n Variables
, .......................................................................... .
Connon Shared b
'nwnber of bits encoded per cycle
Conmon Shared V
'number of code bits generated per cycle
Connon Shared k
'constraint length
Comnon Shared rl
'shift register length b * k
CoJ11110n Shared current.state
'current state of encoder
Con1110n Shared states
of states 2A(k-1)
'same value as states
CoJ11110n Shared paths
Comnon Shared branches
of branches from each state 2Ab
CoJ11110n Shared decode.depth
of syri)ols used in decoder ·
Co111110n Shared depth
'current depth into the decode path
Connon Shared data.valid
'data.valid is true when depth>• decode.depth
Connon Shared best.path
'the path with the lowest metric
Connon Shared error.mode
'l=pattern, 2=free run, 3=burst
CoJ11110n Shared error.threshold
'threshold for free running error prob.
Co111110n Shared error.duration
'error duration for burst mode
Connon Shared error.cycle
'cycle for burst mode
Co111110n Shared errors.forced
of errors generated
Connon Shared error.count
of errors not corrected by the decoder
'max number of errors before stopping
Connon Shared error.max
Connon Shared data.bits
of bits of data to sinulate
Connon Shared params.ok
'nust be set for a run can start
'set if generate.trellis has been called
Co111110n Shared encode.ok
'flag, pause after each bit
Co111110n Shared bit.trace
'filename of log file
Connon Shared log.file$
'filename of setup file
Connon Shared setup.file$
'data repeat flag
CoJ11110n Shared data.repeat
'run logging flag
COJl'IIIOn Shared run.logging
tapreg(l0,16)
'describes encoder connection
Dim Shared
'transition matrix (state,input)
Dim Shared
txm(63,7)
'code word matrix (state,input)
cdm(63,7)
Dim Shared
Dim Shared
dan(63,63)
'decode matrix
'path tracking matrix
path(63,63)
Dill! Shared
Dim Shared
new.metric(63,63) 'metric tracking matrix
'running metric for each path
path.metric(63)
Dim Shared
'last state of each path
Dim Shared
last.state(63)
'the powers of 2
Dim Shared
pwr2(14)
branch.state(63,4) 'branch tracking
Dim Shared
path.history(63,50) 'history of path data
Dim Shared
Dim Shared
data.fifo(SO)
'delay fifo for data
'delay fifo for code
code.fifo(SO )
Dim Shared

'*
'*
'*

'*
'*
'*
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Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim
Dim

Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared

Connon
Connon
Connon
Conm:,n
Connon
Connon
Co111110n
connon
conmon

Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
Shared
shared
shared

rx.code.fifo(SO )
'delay fifo for code
state.history(63,SO) 'state history, for debug only
error.mask(lOO)
'error mask user by error.gen
tx.data.save(lOO)
'save for post run analysis
rx.data.save(lOO)
'save for post run analysis
tx.code.save(lOO)
'save for post run analysis
rx.code.save(lOO)
'save for post run analysis
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tx.data.print$
rx.data.print$
tx.code.print$
rx.code.print$
v.fields
error.mask.len
'# of sym. before error seq. repeats
path.in.ptr,path.out.ptr 'pointers into path.histories
true,false
vici,o.rev,video.norm,video.high,video.rev.flash,video.red

'***************************************************************************
Define Variables For Encoder Setup Window
•
'***************************************************************************
dim shared last.field(25),field.col(25,20),field.size(25,20),field.type(25,20)
co111110n shared fr.row,fr.col,fr.field
co111110n shared fr.page.top,fr.page.end,row.save,last.field.type
colll'IIOn shared error.flag
dim shared frame.msg$(8)

'***************************************************************************
Function Definitions

*
*
*

'***************************************************************************
def fn hamn(a,b)
c = a xor b
dist= 0
for i = 0 to v-1
if (c and pwr2(i)) then dist= dist+ 1
next i
fn haDIII • dist
end def
def fn mininun(a,b)
if (a< b) then
fn mini111lDl = a
else
fn mininum = b
end if
end def
def fn maxinum(a,b)
if (a> b) then
fn maxinaun = a
else
fn maxinum = b
and if
end def
def fn botmd (min,var.in,max)
if (var.in< min) then
fn bound= min
elseif (var.in> max) then
fn bound= max
else

tn bound• var.in
end it
end def
det tn inrangel (min,var.in,max)
it ((var.in>= min) and (var.in<= max)) then
fn inrangel = -1
else
tn inrangel = 0
end it
end def
hex.to.dee (hstring$)
static i,slen,hex.val,hchar$
hex.val• 0
slen • len(hstring$)
tor i • slen to 1 step -1
hchar$ • mid$(hstring$,i,1)
it (tn inrangel(48,asc(hchar$),57)) then
hex.val• hex.val+ (val(hchar$) * 16A(slen - i))
elseit (tn inrangel(65,asc(hchar$),70)) then
hex.val= hex.val+ ((asc(hchar$)-55) * 16A(slen - i))
elseif (fn inrangel(97,asc(hchar$),102)) then
hex.val= hex.val+ ((asc(hchar$)-87) * 16A(slen - i))
end it
fn hex.to.dee• hex.val
next i
end def
def fn

def fn bit.to.dee (bstring$)
static i,slen,bit.val
bit.val• 0
slen • len(bstring$)
for i • slen to 1 step -1
it (mid$(bstring$,i,1) = "1" ) then
bit.val= bit.val+ 2A(slen - i)
end if
fn bit.to.dee= bit.val
next i
end def
def fn to.bin$(num,bits)
static i,bstring$,dnum
bstring$ = ""
dnum = mun and 2 Abi ts - 1
for i = bits-1 to O step -1
if (dnum >= 2Ai) then
bstring$ = bstring$ + "1"
dnum = dnum - 2Ai
else
bstring$ = bstring$ + "O"
end if
next i
fn to.bin$= bstring$
end def

def fn flag.diff$(nwnl,nwn2,bits,flag.char$)
st~~ic i,bstring$,dnum
bstring$ = ""
dnum = (nwnl xor nwn2) and 2Abits - 1
for i = bits-1 to O step -1
if (dnum >= 2Ai) then
bstring$ = bstring$ + flag.char$
dnum = dnum - 2Ai
else
bstring$ = bstring$ +
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end if
next i
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fn flag.diff$ = bstring$
end def

'***************************************************************************
Initialize some variables

*

'***************************************************************************
log.file$= "ccs.log"
setup.file$• "ccs.set"
error.max= 10
error.mode• 1
params.ok • 0
encode• 0
path.in.ptr • 0
path.out.ptr • 0
data.repeat• -1
run.logging• -1
b = 1
k • 3
rl • b * k
V •

2

decode.depth• 4
'teq;,orary init of tapreg
for i = 0 to 10
for j = 0 to 16
tapreg(i,j)
0
next j
next i
tapreg(0,0)
1
tapreg(O,l)
1
tapreg(0,2)
1
tapreg(l,0)
1
tapreg(l,2)
1
data.bits= 20
true• -1
false= 0
done= false
bit.trace= false
video. rev = '1130
video.rev.flash• r.hbO
video.high• '1lf
video.nom = '117
video.red= 12
for i = 0 to 14
pwr2(i) = 2"i
next i
frame.msg$(1)
"Use space bar to toggle"
frame.msg$(2) = "Enter a number"
frame .msg$ ( 3)
"Use space bar to accept action"
frame .msg$ ( 4)
"Enter a filename"
frame.msg$(5)
"Enter a HEX number"
frame.msg$(6)
"Enter binary error mask"

-

'***************************************************************************

*
. CREATE THE MENU STRUCTURES

*
*

'***************************************************************************
top level menu
dim m.top$(5)
m.top$(0)
"VITERBI SIMULATOR"
m. top$ ( 1)
"ENCODER SETUP"
m.top$(2)
"ERROR M:>DEL"

m.top$(3) = "RUN"
m.top$(4)
"DEBt.X;"
m. top$ ( 5)
"EXIT"
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dim m.encoder$(2)
m.encoder$(0)
"ENCODER"
m.encoder$(1) = "SETUP"
m.encoder$(2)
"BIOCK DIMRAM"
dim m.debug$(6)

m.debug$(0)
m.debug$(1)
m.debug$(2)
m.debug$(3)
m.debug$(4)
m.debug$(5)
m.debug$(6)

"DEBUG"

--..
al

"IX.IMP
"D.JMP
"IX.IMP
"COMP
"IX.IMP
"COMP

TXM"
CIM"
DCM"
TAPltEG"
ERBOR MASK"
P.ARAMS"

'***************************************************************************
This is where the 11111in program starts
*
'***************************************************************************
call wlcome
f\Ulcl
f\Ulc2

1
1

while (not done)
call menu (5,m.top$(),8,20,30,funcl)
it
(f\Ulcl
0) then
f\Ulcl = 1
elseif (f\Ulcl = 1) then
call encoder.setup
elseif (flDlcl = 2) then
call error.frame
elseif (f\Ulcl = 3) then
done.reenter= -1
while (done.reenter)
call runtime.frame(done.reenter)
wend
elseif (tuncl • 4) then
back= false
while (not back)
call menu(6,m.debug$(),10,20,30,func2)
if
( f\Ulc2 = 0 ) then
back= true
func2 = 1
elseif (func2 = 1) then
call dunp.txm
elseif (f\Ulc2 = 2) then
call dunp.cdm
elsaif (fW1c2 = 3) then
call dunp.dcm
elsaif (func2 = 4) then
call dunp.taprag
elseif (func2 = 5) then
call dunp.error.11111sk
elsaif (func2 = 6) then
call ~.params
else back= true
end-if
wand

alseif (funcl

5) then

done= true
end if
wend
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'***************************************************************************
*
*
*

Debug Dunp Routines

'***************************************************************************
sub clunl).tapreg static
els
print "Dunp of tapreg 11
for i = 0 to v-1
print using "code bit (I) 11 ;i;
for j = 0 to rl-1
print using~* ";tapreg(i,j);
next j
print
next i
call hold
end sub
sub clunl).dcm static
els
print "Dulll) of dcm"
print
for i • 0 to states-1
for j • 0 to branches-1
print using "dcm(II ##) = #
next j
print
next i
call hold
end sub

";i;txm(i,j);dcm(i,txm(i,j));

sub clunl).txm static
els

print "DuJrp of txm matrix"
for il = 0 to states-1
for i2 = 0 to branches-1
print using "txm(## ##) = ##
next i2
print
next i1
call hold
end sub
sub ~.cdm static
els
print "Dunp of cdm matrix"
for il = 0 to states-1
for i2 = 0 to branches-1
print using "cdm(H H)
next i2
print
next i1
c~l,l hold
end sub

H

sub ~.params static
els
print "Dunp of sinulation parameters"
print
print II K
";k
11
print II B
;b

";il;i2;txm(il,i2);

";il;i2;cdm(il,i2);

print " v = ";v
print" RL • ";rl
print" states= ";states
print" Paths= ";paths
print" Branches= ";branches
print" Decode.depth= ";decode.depth
print" Data.bits• ";data.bits
print" .Max errors• ";error.max
call hold
end sub
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sub dunp.error.mask static
els
print "Dllnp of error mask"
print
index= 0
for j = 0 to 4
for i =- 0 to 19
print using" tt";error.mask(index);
index• index+ 1
next i
print :print
next j
call hold
end sub

'***************************************************************************
*

ENCODER.Sm.JP

*

*

'***************************************************************************
sub encoder.setup static
call encode.setup
call generate.trellis
end sub

'***************************************************************************

*
*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub error.frame static
els
call box (1,1,24,80)
locate 2,6: print"
Error Mode";
[CLRJ";
locate 4,6: print"[
Specific Pattern
locate 6,6: print using"[ ]
Free Running
Threshold [#HJ";error.threshold
locate 8,1:print chr$(204)+string$(78,205)+chr$(185);
locate 22,1:print chr$(204)+string$(78,205)+chr$(185);
[OONE]";
locate 23,13: print" Error Model Setup
locate (error.mode* 2) + 2,7:print "X";
for i = 1 to 25
last.field(i) = 0
next i
v.fields = 66 \ (v+2)
index= 0
_foz:: i = 0 to 10 step 2
dummy = 1
locate lO+i,13
for j = 0 to v.fields - 1
print fn to.bin$(error .mask(index) ,v)+" ";
field.size(lO+i,dwmly) = v+2
field.col(lO+i,dwmly) = ((v+2)*j) + 12
field.type(lO+i,dwmly) = 6
index= index+ 1

dunllly - dunllly + 1
next j
next i
last.field(4) = 2
last.field(6) = 2
'last.field(8) = 3
last.field(l0) = v.fields
last.field(12) = v.fields
last.field(14) = v.fields
last.field(16) • v.fields
last.field(18) = v.fields
last.field(20) = v.fields
last.field(23) • 1
field.size(4,1) = 3: field.col(4,1)
field.size(4,2) • 5: field.col(4,2)
field.size(6,1) • 3: field.col(6,1)
field.size(6 ,2) ·• 5: field.col(6,2)
field.size(8,1) • 3: field.col(8,1)
field.size(8,2) • 5: field.col(8,2)
field.size(8,3) • 5: field.col(8,3)
field.size(23,1) • 6: field.col(23,1)
call error.cursor(v.fields)
end .sub
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= 6: field.type(4,1)
= 44: field.type(4,2)
6: field.type(6,1)
• 44: field.type(6,2)
= 6: field.type(8,1)
= 44: field.type(8,2)
• 60: field.type(8,3)
• 37: field.type(23,1)

-

= 1
= 3
= 1
- 2

'"' 1
- 2
- 2

- 3

'***************************************************************************
*

Error.c:t.msoR: c:t.msoR H1iNDLER FOR EimOR.SETUP POP-UP FORM

*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub error.cursor(v.fields) static
fr.row= 4
fr.field• 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
last.field.type= field.type(fr.row,fr.field)
call status.msg (frame.msg$(last.field.type))
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
done,.. 0
dum$ = ""
while (not done)
dum$ = ""
while (dum$ = "")
dum$ - inkey$
wend
if (len(dum$) = 2) then
key.code= asc(right$(dwn$,1))
row.save= fr.row
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
if
(key.code = 72) then
'up
call find.next.row.up
'down
elseif (key.code= 80) then
call find.next.row.dn
'right
elseif (key.code= 77) then
fr.field= fr.field+ 1
if (fr.field> last.field(fr.row)) then fr.field= last.field(fr.row)
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code= 75) then
'left
fr.field= fr.field - 1
if (fr.field< 1) then fr.field= 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code= 73) then 'pgup
elseif (key.code= 81) then 'pgdn
elseif (key.code= 71) then 'home
fr.field= 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code= 79) then 'end
fr.field= last.field(fr.row)

fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
end i f
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
elseif (dum$ = chr$(27)) then
done= -1
elseif (dum$ = chr$(13)) then '<er>
call find.next.row.dn
elseif (fn inrange%(48,asc(dum$), 49) and fn inrange%(10,fr.row,20) ) then
call get.bit.field(dum$,tnt,.num,v,esc.flag)
error.pos • ((fr.row-10)\2) * v.fields + fr.field -1
if (esc.flag) then
locate fr.row,fr.col+l
print fn to.bin$(error.mask(error.pos),v);
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
elseif (fn inrange%(0,tq,.num,2Av-1)) then
error.ma~k(error.pos) • brp.num
locate fr.row,fr.col+l
print fn to.bin$(tJrp.num,v);
call field.right
else
call error.mag ("Error mask value out of range")
locate fr.row,fr.col+l
print fn to.bin$(error.mask(error.pos),v);
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end i f

elseif ((dum$ >• "0") and (dum$ <• "9") and (field.type(fr.row,fr.field)=2))then
call get.int.field(dum$,tq;,.num,3,esc.flag)
if (fr.row• 6) then
call check.field(tq,.num,error.threshold,1,999,esc.flag,dwrmy)
elseif ((fr.row= 8) and (fr.field= 2)) then
call check.field(tJrp.num,error.duration,1,999,esc.flag,dwrmy)
elseif ((fr.row• 8) and (fr.field= 3)) then
call check.field(tJrp.num,error.cycle,1,999,esc.flag~dwrmy)
end if

elseif (dum$ = chr$(32)) then •space bar
if (fr.row= 23) then
done= -1
'exit form
elseif ((fr.row= 4) and (fr.field= 1)) then
locate 4,7:print "X";
locate 6,7:print" ";
'locate 8,7:print" ";
error.mode= 1
elseif ((fr.row= 4) and (fr.field= 2)) then 'clear the error.mask
index= 0
for i = 0 to 10 step 2
locate lo+i,13
for j = 0 to v.fields - 1
print fn to.bin$(0,v)+" ";
error.mask(index) = 0
index= index+ 1
next j
next i
elseif ((fr.row= 6) and (fr.field= 1)) then
locate 4,7:print" ";
locate 6,7:print "X";
locate 8,7:print" 11 ;
error.mode= 2
elseif ((fr.row= 99) and (fr.field= 1)) then
locate 4,7:print 11 " ;
locate 6,7:print 11 " ;
locate 8,7:print 11 X";
error.mode= 3
end if
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call field.right
end it
if (last.field.type<> field.type(fr.row,fr.field)) then
last.field.type= field.type(fr.row,fr.field)
call status.mag (frame.msg$(last.field.type))
end if
if (fn inrange%(10,fr.row,20)) then
locate 16, 3 :print using "H#"; ( (fr. row-10 )\2) * v. fields + fr. field-1
end if
wend
end sub

'***************************************************************************
RUNl'IME SETUP P'RAME

*
*

*

'***************************************************************************
sub nmtime.frame(done.reenter) static
els

call box (1,1,24,80)
locate 5,6: print using "Nwrt>er of Bits to Sinulate [Ht]";data.bits;
locate 7,6: print using "Decode Depth (in syntx,ls)
[Hl]";decode.depth
locate 9,6: print using "Error Count Limit
[ttt]";error.max
if (data.repeat) then
[YES]";
locate 11,6: print "Data Sequence Repeat
else
[ 00)";
locate 11,6: print "Data sequence Repeat
end if
locate 16,1:print chr$(204)+string$(78,20S)+chr$(185);
if (nm.logging) then
[ ON]";log.file$;
locate 18,6: print using "Run Logging
File: [\
\]
else
[OFF]";log.file$;
locate 18,6: print using "Run Logging
File: [\
\]
end if
[Load) [Save]";setup.file$
locate 20,6: print using "Setup File
File: [\
\]
locate 22,1:print chr$(204)+string$(78,20S)+chr$(185);
locate 23,13: print "Runtime Setup
[RUN]
[EXIT]";
for i = 1 to 25
last.field(i) = 0
next i
last.field(S) = 1
last.field(7)
1
last.field(9) = 1
last.field(ll) = 1
last.field(18)
2
last.field(20) = 3
last.field(23) = 2
'field.type 3=activation 2=number l=toggle 4=string
field.size(S,1)
5:field.col(S,1)
34: field.type(5,1)
2
field.size(7,1) = 5:field.col(7,1)
34: field.type(7,1)
2
field.size(9,1) = 5:field.col(9,1)
34: field.type(9,1)
2
field.size(ll,1) = 5:field.col(ll,1)
34: field.type(ll,1)
1
field.size(18,1) = 14:field.col(18,1) = 26: field.type(l8,1) = 4
field.size(18,2) = 5:field.col(18,2) = 43: field.type(18,2) = 1
field.size(20,1) = 14:field.col(20,1) = 26: field.type(20,1) = 4
field.size(20,2) = 6:field.col(20,2) = 43: field.type(20,2)
3
_fi~ld.size(20,3) = 6:field.col(20,3)
51: field.type(20,3)
3
field.size(23,l) = 5:field.col(23,1)
31: field.type(23,1)
3
field.size(23,2) = 6:field.col(23,2)
41: field.type(23,2)
3
call setup.cursor (done.reenter)
end sub

sub field.right static
if (fr.field= last.field(fr.row)) then

so

call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
fr.field• 1
call find.next.row.dn
else
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
fr.field= fr.field+ 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end if
end sub
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sub field.left static
if (fr.field= 1) then
call find.next.row.up
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
fr.field= last.field(fr.row)
fr.col• field . col(fr.row,fr.field)
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
else
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
fr.field= fr.field - 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end if
end sub
, .......................................................................... .

•

Setup.CURSOR: CURSOR HANDLER FOR RUN'l'IME.Sm.JP POP-UP

P'O~

•
•

, .......................................................................... .

sub setup.cursor(done.rNnter) static
done.reenter• 0
fr.row• 5
fr.field= 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
last.field.type= field.type(fr.row,fr.field)
call status.msg (frame.msg$(last.field.type))
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
done• 0
done.run= 0
dum$ = ""
while (not (done or done.run))
dum$ = ""
while (dum$ = "")
dum$ = inkey$
wend
if (len(dum$) = 2) then
key.code= asc(right$(dum$,1))
row.save= fr.row
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
if
(key.code = 72) then
'up
call find.next.row.up
elseif (key.code= 80) then
'down
call find.next.row.dn
elseif (key.code= 77) then
'right
fr.field= fr.field+ 1
if (fr.field> last.field(fr.row)) then fr.field= last.field(fr.row)
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code= 75) then
'left
fr.field= fr.field - 1
if (fr.field< 1) then fr.field= 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code= 73) then 'pgup
elseif (key.code= 81) then 'pgdn
elseif (key.code= 71) then 'home

fr.field a 1
fr.col• field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key. code = 79 ) then 'end
fr.field= last.field(fr.row)
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
end if
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
elseif (dum$ = chr$ ( 27) ) then
done= -1
elseif (dum$ = chr$(13)) then '<er>
call find.next.row.dn
elseif ((dum$ >= "O") and (dum$ <= "9") and (field.type(fr.row,fr.field)=2))then
call get.int.field(dum$,t:Jrp.num,3,esc.flag)
if (fr.row= 5) then
call check.field(t:Jrp.num,data.bits,1,SOO,esc.flag,dwmty)
elseif (fr.row= 7) then
call -check.field(t:Jrp.num,decode.depth,1,40,esc.flag,dunll'ly)
elseif (fr.row• 9) then
call check.field(t:Jrp.num,error.max,l,SO,esc.flag,dwmty)
end if
elseif ((field.type(fr.row,fr.field)•4))then 'string input
esc.flag • 0
exit.flag= 0
chr.count = 1:fstring$=dum$
cur.row= fr.row:cur.col = fr.col+l
locate cur.row,cur.col,l
print using "l
";dum$;
cur.col= cur.col+l
locate cur.row,cur.col,1
while ((chr.count < 13) and (not exit.flag))
t:Jrp$ = input$ ( 1)
if ((t:Jrp$ • chr$(8)) and (chr.count > 0)) then
fstring$ = left$(fstring$;len(fstring$)-1)
cur.col =cur.col - 1
chr.count a chr.count - 1
locate cur.row,cur.col:print" ";
elseif (bit>$= chr$(13)) then
exit.flag• -1
elseif (t:Jrp$ = chr$(27)) then
esc.flag = -1
exit.flag= -1
elseif (chr.count < 12) then
fstring$ = fstring$ + t:Jrp$
cur.col= cur.col+ 1
chr.count = chr.count + 1
print using "!";t:Jrp$;
end if
locate cur.row,cur.col
wend
error.flag= 0
locate , ,0
if (error.flag) then
else
if (fr.row= 18) then
if (not esc.flag) then log.file$= fstring$
locate fr.row,fr.col+l:print using "\
\";log.file$;
elseif (fr.row= 20) then
if (not esc.flag) then setup.file$= £string$
locate fr .row,fr.col+l :print using "\
\" ;setup.file$;
end if
call field.right
end if
elseif (dum$ = chr$ ( 32) ) then 'space bar
if ((fr.row= 23) and (fr.field= l))then
'exit form and run
done.run= -1
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elseif ((fr.row= 23) and (fr.field= 2))then
done= -1
'exit form
elseif (fr.row= 11) then
data.repeat= not data.repeat

locate 11,35
if (data.repeat) then
print "YES 11 ;
else

print n I«>";
end if
elseif (fr.row= 18) then
run.logging= not run.logging
locate 18,44
i f (run.logging) then
print" ON";
else

print "OFF";
end if·
elseif ((fr.row= 20) and (fr.field= 2)) then
call load.params
done.reenter• -1
done=- -1
elseif ((fr.row• 20) and (fr.field=- 3)) then

call save.params
done.reenter= -1
done=- -1
end if
call find.next.row.dn
end if
if (last.field.type<> field.type(fr.row,fr.field)) then
last.field.type= field.type(fr.row,fr.field)
call status.msg (frame.msg$(last.field.type))
end if
wnd
i f (don•. run) then
done.rHnter • -1

call runit
end if

end sub

sub get.i~t.field (first.char$,tnp.num,field.len,esc.flag) static
error.flag= 0
esc.flag = 0
exit.flag= 0

chr.co\lllt = 1:numstring$=first.char$
cur.row= fr.row:cur.col = fr.col+!
locate cur.row,cur.col,1
print using 11 ! 11 ; first. char$;
cur.col= cur.col+!
locate cur.row,cur.col,1
while ((chr.count < field.len+l) and (not exit.flag))
tq;:,$ = input$(!)
if ((tnp$ >= 11 0") and (tmp$ <= 11 9") and (chr.count < field.len)) then
numstring$ = numstring$ + tnq;,$
cur.col= cur.col+ 1
chr.count = chr.count + 1
print using "!";tnp$;
elseif ((tJII)$ = chr$(8)) and (chr.count > 0)) then
numstring$ = left$(numstring$,len(numstring$)-1)
cur.col= cur.col - 1
chr.count = chr.count - 1
locate cur.row,cur.col:print" ";
elseif (tnp$ = chr$(13)) then
exit.flag= -1
elseif (tnp$ = chr$(27)) then
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esc.flag = -1
exit.flag= -1
end if
locate cur.row,cur.col
wend
locate , ,O
tnp.num • val(numstring$)
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)

end sub
sub get.hex.field (first.char$,tnp.num,field.len,esc.flag) static
error.flag= 0
esc.flag • 0
exit.flag• 0
chr.count • 1:numstring$=first.char$
cur.row• fr.row:cur.col • fr.col+l
locate cur.row,cur.col,1
print using "l ";first.char$;
cur.col= cur.col+l
locate cur.row,cur.col,1
while ((chr.co\D'lt < field.len+l) and (not exit.flag))
tnp$ = input$(1)
if ((fn inrangel(48,asc(tnp$),57) or fn inrangel(65,asc(tnp$),70) or
fn inrange%(97,asc(~$),102)) and (chr.count < field.len)) then
numstring$ • numstring$ + tJII)$
cur.col• cur.col+ 1
chr.count • chr.count + 1
print using "l";tnp$;
elseif ((tnp$ • chr$(8)) and (chr.count > 0)) then
numstring$ = left$(numstring$,len(numstring$)-1)
cur.col• cur.col - 1
chr.count = chr.count - 1
locate cur.row,cur.col:print" ";
elseif (tJII)$ • chr$(13)) then
exit.flag= -1
elseif (tnp$ = chr$(27)) then
esc.flag = -1
exit.flag= -1
end if
locate cur.row,cur.col
wend
locate , ,O
tnp.num = fn hex.to.dec(numstring$)
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end sub
sub get.bit.field (first.char$,tnp.num,field.len,esc.flag) static
error.flag= 0
esc.flag = 0
exit.flag= 0
chr.count = 1:numstring$=first.char$
cur.row= fr.row:cur.col = fr.col+!
locate cur.row,cur.col,1
print using "l"+space$(field.len-l);first.char$;
cur.col= cur.col+!
locate cur.row,cur.col,1
while ((chr.count < field.len+l) and (not exit.flag))
tq;,$ = input$(1)
if (fn inrangel(48,asc(tmp$),49) and (chr.count < field.len)) then
numstring$ = numstring$ + tmp$
cur.col= cur.col+ 1
chr.count = chr.count + 1
print
'
using "!";tmp$;
elseif ((tmp$ = chr$(8)) and (chr.count > 0)) then
numstring$ = left$(numstring$,len(numstring$)-1)
cur.col= cur.col - 1
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chr.count = chr.count - 1
locate cur.row,cur.col:print" ";
elseif (bll>$ = chr$(13)) then
exit.flag= -1
elseif (bll>$ = chr$(27)) then
esc.flag = -1
exit.flag= -1
end i f
locate cur.row,cur.col
wend
locate , ,0
tq,.mml = fn bit.to.dec(numstring$)
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end sub

sub check.field(source,dest,low,high,esc.flag,changed) static
changed= 0

cur.row= fr.row:cur.col = fr.col+l
if (esc.flag) then
locate cur.row,cur.col,0
print using "ttt";dest;
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
elseif (fn inrange(low,source,high)) then
dest = source
changed• -1
locate cur.row,cur.col,0
print using "ttt";dest;
call field.right
else
call error.msg ("Input out of range <"+str$(low)+chr$(44)+str$(high)+"> ")
locate cur.row,cur.col,0
print using "Ht";dest;
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,f~.field),v~deo.rev)
end if
end sub

sub find.next.row.dn static
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
row.sav = fr.row
if (fr.row< 24) then
fr.row= fr.row+ 1
and (fr.row< 25))
while ((last.field(fr.row) = 0)
fr.row= fr.row+ 1
wend
if ((fr.row= 25) and (last.field(fr.row) = 0)) then fr.row= row.save
if (last.field(fr.row) < fr.field) then fr.field= last.field(fr.row)
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
end i f
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end sub
sub find.next.row.up static
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
row.sav = fr.row
.if (fr.row> 2) then
fr.row= fr.row - 1
while ((last.field(fr.row)
and (fr.row> 1))
0)
fr.row= fr.row - 1
wend
if ((fr.row= 1) and (last.field(fr.row) = 0)) then fr.row= row.save
if (last.field(fr.row) < fr.field) then fr.field= last.field(fr.row)
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
end if
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call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end sub
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sub save.params static
call status.msg ("Saving Parameters")
open setup.file$ FOR Ot11'PU'l' 1'tS #2
print #2, b;chr$(44);v;chr$(44);k;chr$(44);rl;chr$(44);error.mask.len
print #2, states;chr$(44);paths;chr$(44);branches;chr$(44);dec:ode.depth
print #2, error.max;chr$(44);data.bits;chr$(44);data.repeat;chr$(44);run.logging
print #2, error.mode;chr$(44);error.threshold;chr$(44);error.duration;chr$(44);error.cycle
for i • 0 to 10
for j = 0 to 16
print #2,tapreg(i,j);
if (j < 16) then print t2,chr$(44);
next j
print #2,
next i
for i =- 0 to 9
for j,. 0 to 9
print #2,error.mask(i*l0 + j);
if (j < 9) then print #2,chr$(44);
next j
print #2,
next i
close #2
call status.msg (frame.msg$(last.field.type))
end sub
sub load.params static
call status.msg ("Loading Parameters")
open setup.file$ for INPUT as #2
input #2, b,v,k,rl,error.mask.len
input #2, states,paths,branches,decode.depth
input #2, error.max,data.bits,data.repeat,run.logging
input #2, error.mode,error.threshold,error.duration,error.cycle
for i • 0 to 10
for j = 0 to 16
input #2,tapreg(i,j)
next j
next i
for i = 0 to 9
for j =- 0 to 9
input #2,error.mask(i*l0 + j)
next j
next i
close #2
call generate.trellis
v.fields = 66 \ (v+2)
end sub
'***************************************************************************
*
RUNIT :

*

*
'***************************************************************************
~ui:! runit static
els
if (data.repeat) then x = rnd(-6)
if (run.logging) then
open log.file$ for output as #1
print#l ,"SIMUIATION PARAMETERS"
print#l ,
print#l ,"CONSTRAINl' ~
(K)
";K
print#l ,"BITS PER DATA SYMBOL
(B)
";B

printU , "BITS PER CODE SYMBOL
(V)
";V
printll ,"DECODE DEPl'H
= ";decode.depth
printll , "TAP REGISTER SE'ITlms
for i = 0 to V-1
printll ,using"
ll";i;
printll ,chr$(58);
for j = 0 to rl-1
printll ,using II l";tapreg(i,j);
next j
printll ,
printll ,string$(80,95)
next i
end if
for i =- 0 to SO
tx.data.save(i) =- 0
rx.data.save(i) = 0
tx.code.save(i) = 0
rx.code.save(i) = 0
next i
nm.over= 0
tx.data.print$ = ""
tx.code.print$ = ""
rx.code.print$ • ""
rx.data.print$ • ""
channel.err.print$•
rx.error.print$ • ""
path.in.ptr • 0
path.out.ptr = 0
data.valid• 0
errors.forced= 0
if ( not encode.ok) then call generate.trellis
call encode.init
call decode.init
locate 10,10:print "sinulation running 0 bits transmitted";
locate 11,10:print"
0 bits decoded";
i • 1:rx.bit.count • O
while (not run.over)
depth= depth+ 1
if (depth>• decode.depth) then data.valid= -1
locate 10,32:print using "#HH";i;
call data.gen (tx.data)
call data.fifo.push(tx.data)
call encode (tx.data,tx.code)
call code.fifo.push(tx.code)
call error.gen (i-1,tx.code,rx.code)
call rx.code.fifo.push(rx.code)
call decode (rx.code,decoded.rx.data)
if (data.valid) then
rx.bit.count = rx.bit.count + 1
locate 11,32:print using "#lll#";rx.bit.count;
call data.fifo.pull(delayed.tx.data)
call code.fifo.pull(delayed.tx.code)
call rx.code.fifo.pull(delayed.rx.code)
errors.forced= errors.forced+ fn hamm(delayed.tx.code,delayed.rx.code)
call conpare(delayed.tx.data,decoded.rx.data)
tx.data.save(i-decode.depth) = delayed.tx.data
rx.data.save(i-decode.depth) = decoded.rx.data
tx.code.save(i-decode.depth) = delayed.tx.code
rx.code.save(i-decode.depth) = delayed.rx.code
.if (run.logging) then
tx.data.print$ = tx.data.print$ + fn to.bin$(delayed.tx.data,b) + space$(v-b+2)
tx.code.print$ = tx.code.print$ + fn to.bin$(delayed.tx.code,v) + 11
rx.code.print$ = rx.code.print$ + fn to.bin$(delayed.rx.code,v) +"
rx.data.print$ = rx.data.print$ + fn to.bin$(decoded.rx.data,b) + space$(v-b+2)
channel.err.print$= channel.err.print$
+ fn flag.diff$(delayed.tx.code,delayed.rx.code,v,"E 11 ) +"
rx.error.print$ = rx.error.print$
+ fn flag.diff$(delayed.tx.data,decoded.rx.data,b,"E 11 ) + space$(v-b+2)
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field.count• field.count+ 1
end i t
path.out.ptr =- (path.out.ptr + 1) mod decode.depth
end if
run.over= (i = data.bits) or (error.count>= error.max)
if (((field.count= v.fields) or run.over) and run.logging) then
field.count= 0
printU ,
prinUl ,"
TX.DATA ";tx.data.print$
printU,
printtl ,"
TX.CODE: ";tx.code.print$
printU , "
";channel.err .print$
printtl ,"
me.CODE ";rx.code.print$
prinUl ,
prinUl ,"
me.DATA ";rx.data.print$
print#l ,"
";rx.error.print$
print#l ,string$(80,95)
tx.data.print$ = ""
be.code.print$
""
rx.data.print$ = ""
rx.code.print$
""
rx.error.print$ • ""
cllannel.err.print$
""
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'ch.mi> strings to the file

end i t

path.in.ptr = (path.in.ptr + 1) mod decode.depth
i = i + 1
wend
if (run.logging) then
printU , "END OF RUN SU?"'1ARY"
printU , "DM'A BITS TRANSMIT1'ED
= ";i-1
prinUl , "DATA BITS DECODED
";i-decode.depth-1
printtl ,"ClfANNEL BITS IN ERROR
";errors.forced
prinUl , "DECODE ERRORS
• ";error.count
close U
end if
locate 14,10:print using "it Channel Errors Generated";errors.forced
locate 15,10:print using "H uncorrected Data Errors";error.count
if ((i < data.bits) and (error.count= error.max)) then
beep

locate 17,10:print "Run terminated early due to error count";
end if

call hold
call view.results(O)
end sub

'***************************************************************************
*

MTA.GEN:

*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub data.gen(data.out) static
data.out= 0
for i = 0 to b-1
bit= int(rnd + 0.5)
data.out= data.out+ (2Ai * bit)
.next i
end sub
sub encode.init static
current.state= 0
end sub

'***************************************************************************
ERJIOR.GEN:

*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub error.gen (ibit,data.in,data.out) static
if (error.mode= 1) then
data.out
data.in xor error.mask(ibit)
else
err.mask• 0
for i,,. 0 to v-1
err.mask• err.mask+ 2~i * int(md + ((1000 - error.threshold)/ 1000))
next i
data.out a data.in xor err.mask
end if
end sub

'***************************************************************************
DEC'ODE.INIT: INITIALIZE DEC'ODER STATE

*

•

*

'***************************************************************************
sub decode.init static
error.count• 0
depth= 0
for i • 0 to paths-1
last.state(i) • i
state.history(i,O)
i
path.metric(i) = 0
next i
end sub

'***************************************************************************
*
WELCCl'1E :

THE INITIAL WELCOME MESSIIGE

*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub welcome static
els
call box (1,1,25,80)
locate 10,20:print "VITERBI CONVOLUTION DEC'ODER SIMULATOR"
locate 11,20:print"
WRIT1'EN BY MARK W. BOSSMAN"
locate 24,50:print "press any key to begin";
while (inkey$ = "")
W'end
els
end sub

'***************************************************************************
MENU: GENERAL PURPOSE MENU ROUTINE

*
*

*
'***************************************************************************
sub menu (items,text$(1),row,col,wid,funct) static
c;ls
call box (row,col,row+items+3,col+wid)
locate row+2,col:print chr$(204)+string$(wid-1,205)+chr$(185)
spaces
wid - len(text$(0))
space!= int(spaces / 2)
spacer= spaces - spacel
locate row+l,col+l:print space$(spacel);text$(0);
tabit
col+ wid + 1
for i = 3 to items+ 2
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locate row+i,col+l:print space$(3);text$(i-2);
next i
call set.print.attr (video.rev)
locate 24,1:print tab(13);"Use cursor keys to select choice then hit <CR>";tab(80);
locate 25,1:print tab(20);"<ESC> to return to previous menu";tab(80);
call set.print.attr (video.norm)
ptr = :funct
dum$ = ""
flag• 0
while (flag<> 1)
call highlight (row+ ptr + 2,col+l,wid-1,video.rev)
while (dum$ = "")
dum$ = inkey$
wend
if (left$(dum$,1) = chr$(13)) then
flag=- 1
funct • ptr
elseif (left$('dum$,1) = chr$(27)) then
flag= 1
funct • 0
elseif (left$(dum$,1) = chr$(0)) then
call highlight (row+ ptr + 2,col+l,wid-1,video.norm)
key.code a asc(right$(dum$,1))
if (key.code = 72) then •up
ptr • ptr - 1
elseif (key. code = 80 ) then 'down
ptr • ptr + 1
elseit (key.code,.. 73) then 'PgUp
ptr = 1
elseif (key.code= 81) then 'Pgin
ptr • items
end if
end if
dum$ .. ""

if (ptr > items) then ptr = items
if (ptr < 1) then ptr • 1
wend
end sub

'***************************************************************************

*
HIGHLIGHT: CliAOOES DISPIAY ATl'RIBtll'ES ON SCREEN

*

*
'***************************************************************************
sub highlight (row,col,l,attr) static
def seg = &hb800
offset= ((rolrl) * 80 +col)* 2 - 1
for i = offset to (offset+ 2*(1-1)) step 2
X ,.

peek(i)

poke i,attr
next i
end sub
sub set.print.attr (print.attr) static
'sets screen print attribute using attribute byte
if _(print.attr < 128) then
· color print.attr and &hf,print.attr \ 16
else
color (print.attr and &hf)+16,print.attr \ 16
end if
end sub
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··········································**********************************

•
BOX : DBAWS A BOX ON THE SCREEN

*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub box (tl.row,tl.col,br.row,br.col) static
def seg-r.hb800

top.left= (tl.row-1) • 160 +
top.right
(tl.row-1) * 160 +
bot.right
(br.row-1) * 160 +
bot.left
(br.row-1) • 160 +
poke
poke
poke
poke

(tl.col-1)*2
(br.col-1)*2
(br.col-1)*2
(tl.col-1)*2

top.left,201
'top left comer
top.right,187 'top right comer
bot.right,188 'bottom right comer
bot.left,200 'bottom left comer

'top horizontal line
index= 0
for i • 0 to br.col - tl.col -2
index= index+ 2
poke top.left+index,205
next i
'right vertical line
index= 0
for i • 0 to br.row - tl.row -2
index• index+ 160
poke top.right+index,186
next i
'bot horizontal line
index=- 0
for i = br.col - tl.col -2 to O step -1
index= index - 2
poke bot.right+index,205
next i
'left vertical line
index=- 0
for i • br.row - tl.row -2 to O step -1
index= index - 160
poke bot.left+index,186
next i
end sub

'***************************************************************************
*

ENCODE.SETUP: POP-UP P'OBM FOR ENCODER PARAMETERS

*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub encode.setup static
els
fr.page.top= 0
fr.page.end= 3
fr.row= 3
fr.field= 1
last.field.type
2
for i = 1 to 25
,last.field(i) = 0
for j = 1 to 20
field.col(i,j) = 0
field.size(i,j) = 0
next j
next i
'set up field data for encoder setup form
last.field(3) = 1
last.field(S) = 1
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last.field(?)= 1
last.tield(14) = 2 +
last.field(l6)
2 +
last.tield(l8)
2 +
last.tield(20) = 2 +
last.field(23) - 1
field.size(3,1) = 5
field.size(S,1)
5
tield.size(7,1) - 5
tield.size(14,1) = 5
field.size(14,2) ,.. 5
field.size(l6,l) .. 5
field.size(l6,2)
5
field.size(l8,l) "" 5
field.size(lB,2) "" 5
field.size(20,1) = 5
field.size(20,2) ... 5
tield.size(23,l) = 6

rl
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rl
rl
rl

=

field.col(3,1) = 46
field.col(S,1) = 46
tield.col(7,1)
46
field.col(14,1) = 10
field.col(14,2) = 16
field.col(l6,l) = 10
field.col(l6,2) :a 16
field.col(18,1) = 10
field.col(18,2) = 16
field.col(20,1)
10
field.col(20,2)
16
field.col(23,1)
37

=

=

field.type(3,1)
2
field.type(S,1)
2
field.type(7,1) = 2
field.type(14,1) = 3
field.type(14,2) = 3
field.type(l6,l) .. 3
field.type(l6,2) = 3
field.type(lB,l) = 3
field.type(lB,2) = 3
field.type(20,1)
3
field.type(20,2)
3
field.type(23,l)
3

=
=

for i = 14 to 20 step 2
for j"" 3 to 18
field.col(i,j) ""27 + (j-3)*2
field.type(i,j)
1
'bit field
field.size(i,j) = 1
next j
next i

call box(l,1,24,80)
locate 3,10:print using "Constraint Length
locate 5,10:print using "Bits Encoded per cycle
locate 7,10:print using "Code Bits Generated per cycle
locate 9,1:print chr$(204)+string$(78,205)+chr$(185);
locate 11,10:print "Tap Registers";
locate 12,10:print"
":
locate 22,1: print chr$(204)+string$(78,205)+chr$(185);
[DONE)";
locate 23,10:print "Encoder Setup

(K)

(B)
(V)

[#HJ";k;
[#HJ";b;
= [#HJ"; v;

call status.msg (frame.msg$(last.field.type))

call print.tapreg
call cursor
states= 2-(b * (k-1))
paths= states
branches= rb
els
end sub

'***************************************************************************
ENCODE.MISC: MISCEIANEOUS ROtrrINES USED BY POP-UP FORMS

*
*
*

··***************************************************************************
sub stat.line ( junk$ ) static
call set.print.attr(video.rev)
locate 25,3: print "Status: "+junk$;tab(80);
call set.print.attr(video.norm)
end sub
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sub scroll.up static
if (v > 4) then 'allow scrolling of tapreg fields
fr.page.top= fr.page.top - 1
fr.page.top= fn bo\U'ld (0,fr.page.top,v-4)
call print.tapreg
end if
end sub
sub scroll.down static
if (v > 4) then 'allow scrolling of tapreg fields
fr.page.top= fr.page.top+ 1
fr.page.top= fn bo\U'ld (0,fr.page.top,v-4)
call print.tapreg
end if
end sub
sub print.tapreg static
if (b * k > 16) then
call error.msg ("b * k 1111st be less then 16")
else
fr.page.end• fn boW'ld(0,fr.page.top+3,v-1)
locate 11,23:print"
";
for i = 0 to rl-1
print using "I ";i \ 10;
next i
print tab ( 78 ) ;
locate 12,23:print"
";
for i • 0 to rl-1
print using "I ";i mod 10;
next i
print tab( 78);
jj ::t 0
for j = fr.page.top to fr.page.end
locate jj+l4,10:print using "[clr] [set] H: ";j;
last.field(jj+l4) • 2 + rl
jj - jj + 2
for i = 0 to rl-1
print using "I ";tapreg(j,i);
next i
print tab(78);
next j
for j = fr.page.end to 2
locate jj+14,10:print tab(78);
last.field(jj+14) = 0
jj = jj + 2
next j
end if
end sub

'***************************************************************************
*
CURSOR : CURSOR HANDLER FOR ENCODE. SETUP POP-UP FORM

*
*

'***************************************************************************
sub cursor static
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
done =·o
dum$ = ""
while (not done)
dum$ = ""
while (dum$ = "")

dum$ = inkey$
wend
if (len(dum$) = 2) then
key.code= asc(right$(dum$,1))
row.save• fr.row
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.norm)
if
(key.code = 72) then
'up
fr.row• fr.row - 1
fr.row• fn maximwn(fr.row,3)
while ((last.field(fr.row) = 0))
'and (fr.row >z 4))
fr.row• fr.row -1
wend
if (last.field(fr.row) < fr.field) then fr.field= last.field(fr.row)
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code• 80) then
'down
call find.next.row.dn
elseif (key.code= 77) then
'right
fr.field• fr.field+ 1
if (fr.field> last.field(fr.row)) then fr.field• last.field(fr.row)
fr.col• field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code• 75) then
'left
fr.field= fr.field - 1
if (fr.field< 1) then fr.field• 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key .code = 73) then 'pgup
call scroll.up
elseif (key.code= 81) then 'pgdn
call scroll.down
elseif (key.code,. 71) then 'home
fr.field• 1
fr.col= field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
elseif (key.code • 79) then 'end
fr.field• last.field(fr.row)
fr.col• field.col(fr.row,fr.field)
end if
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field)~video.rev)
elseif (dum$ • chr$(27)) then
done= -1
elseif (dum$ = chr$(13)) then '<er>
call find.next.row.dn
elseif ((dum$ >= "0") and (dl.un$ <= "9") and (field.type(fr.row,fr.field)=2))then
call get.int.field(dum$,tnp.num,3,esc.flag)
if (fr.row= 3) then
call check.field(tnp.num,k,1,6,esc.flag,tap.changed)
if (tap.changed) then
rl=b*k
if (rl > 16) then call error.msg ("b * k nust be less then 16")
end if
elseif (fr.row= 5) then
call check.field(tnp.num,b,1,2,esc.flag,tap.changed)
if (tap.changed) then
rl = b * k
if (rl > 16) then call error.msg ("b * k must be less then 16")
end if
elseif (fr.row= 7) then
call check.field(tq;,.num,v,1,10,esc.flag,tap.changed)
if (tap.change) then
fr.page.top= 0
fr.page.end= 3
end if
end if
if (tap.changed) then
call print.tapreg
call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
end if
elseif (dum$ = chr$ ( 32) ) then 'space bar
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if (field.type(fr.row,fr.field) = 1) then 'bit field
vtx = (fr.row - 13) \ 2 + fr.page.top
rtx • (fr.col - 27) \ 2
tapreg(vtx,rtx) • (tapreg(vtx,rtx) + 1) mod 2
locate fr.row,fr.col:print using "#";tapreg(vtx,rtx);
call field.right
'call highlight(fr.row,fr.col,field.size(fr.row,fr.field),video.rev)
elseif (field.type(fr.row,fr.field)
3) then 'activation field
if (fr.row= 23) then done= -1
'exit form
end if
end if
if (last.field.type<> field.type(fr.row,fr.field)) then
last.field.type= field.type(fr.row,fr.field)
call status.mag (frame.ffll!lg$(last.field.type))
end if
wend
end sub
sub error.mag (dunllly$) static
call set.print.attr(video.rev.flash)
locate 25,1:print" ERROR:";
call set.print.attr(video.rev)
print" ";dwmly$;", <esc> to continue";tab(80);
error.flag= 1
beep
while ( inkey$ <> chr$ ( 27) ) :wend

call status.msg (frame.msg$(last.field.type))
end sub
sub status.msg (dwmly$) static
call set.print.attr(video.rev)
locate 25,1:print" STATUS: ";dwmly$;tab(80);
call set.print.attr(video.norm)
end sub

'**************************************************************************

'*

*

'* This routine generates the transition and code matrices.
'* The three matrices are described as

*
*
*
*
*

'*
'*
'*

'*
'*

next.state= txm(current.state,input)
code= cdm(current.state,input)
symbol= dcm(current.state,last.state)

*
*

These matrices are used for both encoding and decoding operations
•
'**************************************************************************
sub generate.trellis static
locate 24,10:print "Generating Transition and CodejDecode Matrices";
for il = 0 to states-1
for i2 = 0 to branches-!
next.state= ((il*2Ab) and (2A(rl-b)-l)) + i2
next.reg= ((i1*2Ab) and (2A(rl)-1)) + i2
txm(il,i2) = next.state
dcm(il,next.state) = i2
cdm(il,i2) = 0
for i3 = 0 to v-1
bit= 0
for i4 = 0 to rl-1
if (((2Ai4 and next.reg) <> 0) and (tapreg(i3,i4)
l))then bit= bit+ 1
next i4
bit= bit and 1
cdm(il,i2) = cdm(il,i2) + (2Ai3 * bit)
next i3
next i2
next i1

'*
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locate 24,10:print tab(78):
encode.ok = -1
end sub
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, .......................................................................... .

•
ENCODER. : PERFOm-ts CONVOUJ'l'ION CODI~ ON DATA

•

•
, .......................................................................... .
sub encode (data.in,code.out) static
code.out
cdm(current.state,data.in)
current.state• txm(current.state,data.in)
end sub
, .......................................................................... .

•
•
•
, .......................................................................... .
HOLD : HOLD UNTIL A l<EY IS STRUCK

sub hold static
call set.print.attr(video.rev)
locate 25,1:print tab(28):"Hit any key to continue":tab(80):
call set.print.attr(video.norm)
while ( inkey$ • "") :wend
end sub

,

..........................................................................•
•
DECODE: VITERBI DECODER BC>Ul'INE
•

•
····································*·······································
sub
decode (rx.sym,decoded.rx.data) static
'extend each path
dim branch.count(63),deceased(63),decoded.bit(63)
dim path.used(63),orig.path(63),best.metric(63)

for i :::r O to paths -1
branch.count(i) = 0
next i
for i = 0 to paths-1
for j = 0 to branches-1
from.state= last.state(i)
to.state
= txm(from.state,j)
hanny = fn hanln(rx.sym,cdm(from.state,j))
new.metric(to.state,from.state) = hanany + path.metric(i)
branch.state(to.state,branch.count(to.state)) = from.state
path(to.state,from.state) = i
branch.count(to.state) = branch.count(to.state) + 1
next j
next i
for i = 0 to paths-1
deceased(i) = 1
next i
'check each state for lowest metric path
for i = 0 to states-1
best.metric(i) = new.metric(i,branch.state(i,0))
orig.path(i) = path(i,branch.state(i,0))
decoded.bit(i) = dcm(last.state(orig.path(i)),i)
for j = 1 to branches-1
metric= new.metric(i,branch.state(i,j))
if (metric< best.metric(i)) then

orig.path(i) = path(i,branch.state(i,j))
best.metric(i) • metric
decoded.bit(i) = dcm(last.state(orig.path(i)),i)
end if
next j
deceased(orig.path(i))
0
next i
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•extend the paths
j - 0
for i • 0 to paths-1
path.used(i) = o
next i
tori• 0 to states-1
if (path.used~orig.path(i))) then •use a deceased path
while (deceased(j) = 0) 'find the firstjnext deceased path
j = j + 1
wend
path= j
j = j + 1
call path.copy(orig.path(i),path)
call state.copy(orig.path(i),path)
'print*1, using "copied path* to path t";orig.path(i);path
call path.push(path,decoded.bit(i))
last.state(path) • i
state.history(path,bit.count) • i
path.metric(path) • best.metric(i)
else 'use orig.path
call path.push(orig.path(i),decoded.bit(i))
path.used(orig.path(i)) = 1
last.state(orig.path(i)) = i
state.history(orig.path(i),bit.count) = i
path.metric(orig.path(i)) = best.metric(i)
end if
next i

'determine the path with best metric
best.path= 0
best.path.metric= path.metric(O)
for i = 1 to paths-1
if (path.metric(i) < best.path.metric) then
best.path= i
best.path.metric= path.metric(i)
end if
next i
if (data.valid) then
call path.pull(best.path,decoded.rx.data)
end if

end sub 'decode

'***************************************************************************
DECODE.MISC: MISCELANEOUS ROt11'INES USED BY DECODE

*
*
*

'***************************************************************************
'
sub path.copy (from.path,to.path) static
for i = 0 to decode.depth+l
path.history(to.path,i) = path.history(from.path,i)
next i

end sub
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sub state.copy (from.path.to.path) static
for i = 0 to bit.count
state.history(to.path.i) = state.history(from.path.i)
next i
end sub

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
*

•
*
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DECODE.DEBUl: MISCELLI\NEOUS DEBOO BOUTINES FOR DECODE

sub dunp.state.history(nbits) static
tori= 0 to paths-1
•printtl. using "path t: ";i;
for j = 0 to nbits
'printtl. using "I ";state.history(i.j);
next j
•printtl.
next i
end sub
sub ch.ull>.paths static
for i • 0 to paths-1
out.ptr • path.out.ptr
for j • 0 to decode.depth-1
printfl. using "I ";path.history(i.out.ptr);
out.ptr = (out.ptr+l) mod decode.depth
next j
next i
end sub

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
DELAY BOUTINES: PUSH OR PULL FBOM FIFOS
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
sub path.push (path.sym) static
path.history(path.path.in.ptr)
end sub

sym

sub path.pull (path.sym) static
sym = path.history(path.path.out.ptr)
end sub
sub data.fifo.push (sym) static
data.fifo(path.in.ptr)
sym
end sub
sub data.fifo.pull (sym) static
sym = data.fifo(path.out.ptr)
end sub
sub code.fifo.push (sym) static
code.fifo(path.in.ptr)
sym
end sub
sub code.fifo.pull (sym) static
sym = code.fifo(path.out.ptr)
end sub
sub rx.code.fifo.push (sym) static
rx.code.fifo(path.in.ptr)
sym
end sub

end sub
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sub state.copy (from.path.to.path) static
for i = 0 to bit.count
state.history(to.path.i) = state.history(from.path.i)
next i
end sub

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
*

•
*
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
DECODE.DEBUl: MISCELLI\NEOUS DEBOO BOUTINES FOR DECODE

sub dunp.state.history(nbits) static
tori= 0 to paths-1
•printtl. using "path t: ";i;
for j = 0 to nbits
'printtl. using "I ";state.history(i.j);
next j
•printtl.
next i
end sub
sub ch.ull>.paths static
for i • 0 to paths-1
out.ptr • path.out.ptr
for j • 0 to decode.depth-1
printfl. using "I ";path.history(i.out.ptr);
out.ptr = (out.ptr+l) mod decode.depth
next j
next i
end sub

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
DELAY BOUTINES: PUSH OR PULL FBOM FIFOS
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
sub path.push (path.sym) static
path.history(path.path.in.ptr)
end sub

sym

sub path.pull (path.sym) static
sym = path.history(path.path.out.ptr)
end sub
sub data.fifo.push (sym) static
data.fifo(path.in.ptr)
sym
end sub
sub data.fifo.pull (sym) static
sym = data.fifo(path.out.ptr)
end sub
sub code.fifo.push (sym) static
code.fifo(path.in.ptr)
sym
end sub
sub code.fifo.pull (sym) static
sym = code.fifo(path.out.ptr)
end sub
sub rx.code.fifo.push (sym) static
rx.code.fifo(path.in.ptr)
sym
end sub

APPENDIX 2

TYPICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

The run logging files for two different simulation
runs are presented in this appendix.

The first is a rate

1/2 code with ·constraint length 6 and the second is a rate
1/3 code also with constraint length 6.
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SIMULATION PARAMETERS
CONSTRAINT LENGTH
(K) = 6
BITS PER DATA SYMBOL
(B) = 1
BITS PER CODE SYMBOL
(V) •
2
TAP REGISTER SETTINGS
0: 1 0 0 1 0 1
1: 1 1 1 0 1 1
DECODE DEPTH
= 24
DATA BITS TRANSMITTED
= 64
DATA BITS DECODED
= 40
CHANNEL BITS IN ERROR
• 4
DECODE ERRORS
• 0

TX.DATA

O

1

1

1

1

TX.CODE

00

11

01

11

10 11

RX.CODE

00

11

01

11

RX.DATA

O

1

1

TX. DATA 1

1

1

00

11

TX.CODE

01

0

1

0

10 11

01
EE
10

1

1

0

0

0

1

00

10 11

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

10 11

01

11

00

10 11

01

11

00

01 10
E
00 10

01

10

01

10

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

11 10

00

10 11

10

01

00

00

11

E

00

11

10 10

11

11

10

00

10 11

10

01

00

00

11

RX.DATA 1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

TX.DATA 1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

RX.CODE

01

TX.CODE

10

00

10 11

01

11

01

11

00

RX.CODE

10

00

10 11

01

11

01 11

00

RX.DATA

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

Run Number 1

1
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SIMUIATION PARAMETERS
CONSTRAINT LENGTH
BITS PER DATA SYMBOL
BITS PER CODE SYMBOL
TAP REGISTER SETTINGS
0: 1 0 1 0 0
1: 1 1 0 1 1
2: 1 1 1 1 0
DECODE DEPTH
DATA BITS TRANSMITTED
DATA BITS DECODED
CHANNEL BITS IN ERROR
DECODE ERRORS

(K) =
(B) =
(V) •

6

1
3

1
1
1

24

=

= 64

• 40
• 8

=

0

TX.DATA

0

1

1

1

1

0

1 ·

0

0

1

1

1

0

TX.CODE

000

111

001

100

010

111

101

000

110

011

011

RX.CODE

000

111

001

100

010

111

001
EE
010

101

000

110

011

011

101
E
100

RX.DATA

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

TX.DATA

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

TX.CODE

110

010

001

101

000

111

110

100

011

110

010

001

101

000

111

110

100

011

101
EE
110

111
EE
100

001

RX.CODE

000
E
010

001

RX.DATA

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

TX.DATA

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

TX.CODE

011

101

110

100

011

011

101

111

001

011

010

000

110

RX.CODE

011

101

110

100

011

011

101

111

001

011

010

000

110

RX.DATA

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

1

Run NOmber 2
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